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→ top vandal-proof
→ maximum accessibility
→ innovative performances
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HERO, the innovative vandal-proof door panel offers the top in terms
of technological performance and security, using top-level materials and finishes, offering excellent solutions for big complexes, in line
with regulations regarding accessibility for disabled people.
Hero is a combination of vandal-proofing, the best ergonomics and
the top of performances. By touching it you can feel robustness and
elegance at the same time. It is cold, modern and reliable: Hero will
charm you.

TD2000HE
Size: mm 205x500x2
Video outdoor station, equipped with a wide-angle camera, 14 keys, system-status icons and graphic display. It is possible to add a proximity reader. In terms of
accessibility for disabled people, it has many characteristics to offer, including
speech synthesis.

characteristics
→ size: 205 x 500 mm. Depth of the in-wall box (included): 61 mm. Thickness of the plate 2 mm

→ speech synthesis for audio indication about call
or system status (available in several languages, it
can de disabled by programming)
→ wide-angle camera that allows a correct view of
every user’s category, for more security

→ material: 316L stainless steel plate and keys
(marine grade steel), lexan cover glasses, for the
maximum of robustness and resistance
→ Torx security screws (6)
→ ǇXVK-mounting
→ designed for DUO system with bus power supply
→ digital keyboard made up of 14 stainless steel
keys:
→ squared, 25mm wide each
→ backlighted with white light
→ the outline of the keys is backlighted with
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visually impaired users
→ each key is equipped with Braille
→ 10 keys to enter a code
→ 2 search keys
→ send call key
→ delete key
→ wide graphic display, backlighted with white
light, for a better reading in case of low-light conditions
→ backlighted status-icons, to immediately understand the system or ongoing call status:
→ ongoing call
→ active conversation
→ open door
→ busy system or nonexistent code
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→ 2 independents outputs, 1 x electric lock (13Vac,
1A), 1 with a relay for automatic gate or other lock
types. It can control up to 4 remote relays
→ Mechanical set up for any proximity reader
mounting. By integrating XE2922, the access control can be associated to time slots

→ serial integration of inductive loops for pairing
with hearing aids for hearing impaired
→ up to 500 users and their personal passwords can
be stored in the outdoor station
→ it can be programmed via Bluetooth, with the Duo
System app for iOS and Android (XE2922 is integrated) or by using the digital keyboard of the device
→ thanks to the integration to XE2922 that can be
installed, Hero is compatible with Farfisa Smart
Access and Farfisa Smart Dial applications, for a
contactless management of the accesses.

